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31 RANGE SEARCHINGPankaj K. Agarwal
INTRODUCTIONRange searhing is one of the entral problems in omputational geometry beauseit arises in many appliations and a variety of geometri problems an be formulatedas range-searhing problems. A typial range-searhing problem has the followingform. Let S be a set of n points in Rd, and let R be a family of subsets of Rd;elements of R are alled ranges . We wish to preproess S into a data struture, sothat for a query range R, the points in S \R an be reported or ounted eÆiently.Typial examples of ranges inlude retangles, halfspaes, simplies, and balls. Ifwe are only interested in answering a single query, it an be done in linear time,using linear spae, by simply heking eah point of S whether it lies in the queryrange. However, most of the appliations all for querying the same set S severaltimes (perhaps with periodi insertions and deletions), in whih ase we would liketo answer a query faster by preproessing S into a data struture.Range ounting and range reporting are just two instanes of range-searhingqueries. Other examples inlude emptiness queries, in whih one wants to determinewhether S \  = ;, and optimization queries, in whih one wants to hoose a pointwith ertain property (e.g., a point in  with the largest x1-oordinate). In order toenompass all di�erent types of range-searhing queries, a general range-searhingproblem an be de�ned as follows.Let (S;+) be a ommutative semigroup. For eah point p 2 S, we assign aweight w(p) 2 S. For any subset S0 � S, let w(S0) =Pp2S0 w(S), where additionis taken over the semigroup. For a query range  2 R, we wish to ompute w(S\).For example, ounting queries an be answered by hoosing the semigroup to be(Z;+), where + denotes standard integer addition, and setting w(p) = 1 for everyp 2 S; emptiness queries by hoosing the semigroup to be (f0; 1g;_) and settingw(p) = 1; reporting queries by hoosing the semigroup to be (2S ;[) and settingw(p) = fpg; and optimization queries by hoosing the semigroup to be (R;max)and hoosing w(p) to be, for example, the x1-oordinate of p.We an, in fat, de�ne a more general (deomposable) geometri searhingproblem. Let S be a set of objets in Rd (e.g., points, hyperplanes, balls, or sim-plies), (S;+) a ommutative semigroup, w : S ! S a weight funtion, R a setof ranges, and � � S �R a \spatial" relation between objets and ranges. Thenfor a range  2 R, we want to ompute Pp� w(p). Range searhing is a speialase of this general searhing problem in whih S is a set of points in Rd and �=2.Another widely studied searhing problem is intersetion searhing, where p �  ifp intersets . As we will see below, range-searhing data strutures are useful formany other geometri searhing problems.The performane of a data struture is measured by the time spent in answer-ing a query, alled the query time, by the size of the data struture, and by thetime onstruted in the data struture, alled the preproessing time. Sine thedata struture is onstruted only one, its query time and size are generally more575



576 P.K. Agarwalimportant than its preproessing time. If a data struture supports insertion anddeletion operations, its update time is also relevant. We should remark that thequery time of a range-reporting query on any reasonable mahine depends on theoutput size, so the query time for a range-reporting query onsists of two parts |searh time, whih depends only on n and d, and reporting time, whih depends onn, d, and the output size. Throughout this survey paper we will use k to denotethe output size.We assume that d is a small �xed onstant, and that big-Oh and big-Omeganotation hide onstants depending on d. The dependene on d of the performaneof almost all the data strutures mentioned in this survey is exponential, whihmakes them unsuitable in pratie for large values of d.The size of any range-searhing data struture is at least linear, sine it has tostore eah point (or its weight) at least one, and the query time in any reasonablemodel of omputation suh as pointer mahines, RAMs, or algebrai deision treesis 
(logn) even when d = 1. Therefore, we would like to develop a linear-size datastruture with logarithmi query time. Although near-linear-size data struturesare known for orthogonal range searhing in any �xed dimension that an answera query in polylogarithmi time, no similar bounds are known for range searhingwith more omplex ranges suh as simplies or disks. In suh ases, we seek atradeo� between the query time and the size of the data struture | How fast ana query be answered using O(npolylog(n)) spae, how muh spae is required toanswer a query in O(polylog(n)) time, and what kind of tradeo� between the sizeand the query time an be ahieved?This hapter is organized as follows. In Setion 31.1 we desribe various modelsof omputation that are used for range searhing. In Setion 31.2 we review theorthogonal range-searhing data strutures, and in Setion 31.3 we review simplexrange-searhing data strutures. Setion 31.4 surveys other variants and exten-sions of range searhing, inluding multi-level data strutures and kineti rangesearhing. In Setion 31.5, we study intersetion-searhing problems, whih an beregarded as a generalization of range searhing. Finally, Setion 31.6 deals with afew optimization queries.31.1 MODELS OF COMPUTATIONMost geometri algorithms and data strutures are impliitly desribed in thefamiliar random aess mahine (RAM) model, or the real RAM model. In thetraditional RAM model, memory ells an ontain arbitrary (logn)-bit integers,whih an be added, multiplied, subtrated, divided (omputing bx=y), ompared,and used as pointers to other memory ells in onstant time. In a real RAM, we alsoallow memory ells to store arbitrary real numbers (suh as oordinates of points).We allow onstant-time arithmeti on and omparisons between real numbers, butwe do not allow onversion between integers and reals. In the ase of range searhingover a semigroup other than the integers, we also allow memory ells to ontainarbitrary values from the semigroup, but only the semigroup-addition operationsan be performed on them.Many range-searhing data strutures are desribed in the more restritivepointer-mahine model. The main di�erene between RAM and pointer-mahinemodels is that on a pointer mahine, a memory ell an be aessed only through



Range searhing 577a series of pointers, while in the RAM model, any memory ell an be aessed inonstant time. In the basi pointer-mahine model, a data struture is a diretedgraph with outdegree 2; eah node is assoiated with a label, whih is an integerbetween 0 and n. Nonzero labels are indies of the points in S, and the nodes withlabel 0 store auxiliary information. The query algorithm traverses a portion of thegraph and for eah point in the query range it identi�es at least one node thatstores the index of that point. Chazelle [23℄ de�nes several generalizations of thepointer-mahine model that are more appropriate for answering ounting and semi-group queries. In Chazelle's generalized pointer-mahine models, nodes are labeledwith arbitrary O(log n)-bit integers. In addition to traversing edges in the graph,the query algorithm is also allowed to perform various arithmeti operations onthese integers. An elementary pointer mahine (alled EPM) an perform additionand omparisons between integers; an arithmeti pointer mahine (alled APM)an perform subtration, multipliation, integer division, and shifting (x 7! 2x).If the input is too large to �t into main memory, then the data struture mustbe stored in seondary memory | on disk, for example | and portions of it mustbe moved into main memory when needed to answer a query. In this ase thebottlenek in query and preproessing time is the time spent in transferring databetween main and seondary memory. A ommonly used model is the standardtwo-level memory model, in whih one assumes that data is stored in seondarymemory in bloks of size B, where B is a parameter. Eah aess to seondarymemory transfers one blok (i.e., B words), and we ount this as one input/output(I/O) operation. The size of a data struture is the number of bloks required tostore it in seondary memory, and the query (resp. preproessing) time is de�nedas the number of I/O operations required to answer a query (resp. to onstrut thestruture). Under this model, the size of any data struture is at least n=B, andthe range-reporting query time is at least logB n + k=B. There have been variousextensions of this model, inluding the so-alled ahe-oblivious model in whih onedoes not know the value of B and the goal is to minimize the I/O eÆieny as wellas the total work performed.Most lower bounds, and a few upper bounds, are desribed in the so-alledsemigroup arithmeti model, whih was originally introdued by Fredman [45℄and re�ned by Yao [81℄. In the semigroup arithmeti model, a data struture anbe informally regarded as a set of preomputed partial sums in the underlyingsemigroup. The size of the data struture is the number of sums stored, andthe query time is the minimum number of semigroup operations required (on thepreomputed sums) to ompute the answer to a query. The query time ignoresthe ost of various auxiliary operations, inluding the ost of determining whihof the preomputed sums should be added to answer a query. Unlike the pointer-mahine model, the semigroup model allows immediate aess, at no ost, to anypreomputed sum.The informal model we have just desribed is muh too powerful. For example,in this semigroup model, the optimal data struture for range-ounting queriesonsists of the n + 1 integers 0; 1; : : : ; n. To answer a ounting query, we simplyreturn the orret answer; sine no additions are required, we an answer queriesin zero \time", using a \data struture" of only linear size! We need the notion ofa faithful semigroup to irumvent this problem. A ommutative semigroup (S;+)is faithful if for eah n > 0, for any sets of indies I; J � f1; : : : ; ng where I 6= J ,and for every sequene of positive integers �i; �j (i 2 I; j 2 J), there are semigroup



578 P.K. Agarwalvalues s1; s2; : : : ; sn 2 S suh that Pi2I �isi 6= Pj2J �jsj . For example, (Z;+),(R;min), (N ; gd), and (f0; 1g;_) are faithful, but (f0; 1g;+ mod 2) is not faithful.Let S = fp1; p2; : : : ; png be a set of objets, S a faithful semigroup, R a set ofranges, and � a relation between objets and ranges. (Reall that in the standardrange-searhing problem, the objets in S are points, and � is ontainment.) Letx1; x2; : : : ; xn be a set of n variables over S, eah orresponding to a point in S.A generator g(x1; : : : ; xn) is a linear form Pni=1 �ixi, where �i's are non-negativeintegers, not all zero. (In pratie, the oeÆients �i are either 0 or 1.) A storagesheme for (S;S;R;�) is a olletion of generators fg1; g2; : : : ; gsgwith the followingproperty: For any query range  2 R, there is a set of indies I � f1; 2; : : : ; sgand a set of labeled nonnegative integers f�i j i 2 Ig suh that the linear formsXpi� xi and Xi2I �igiare identially equal. In other words, the equationXpi�w(pi) =Xi2I �igi(w(p1); w(p2); : : : ; w(pn))holds for any weight funtion w : S ! S. (Again, in pratie, �i = 1 for all i 2 I .)The size of the smallest suh set I is the query time for ; the time to atuallyhoose the indies I is ignored. The spae used by the storage sheme is measuredby the number of generators. There is no notion of preproessing time in this model.The semigroup model is formulated slightly di�erently for o�ine range-searhingproblems. Here we are given a set of weighted points S and a �nite set of queryranges R, and we want to ompute the total weight of the points in eah queryrange. This is equivalent to omputing the produt Aw, where A is the inidenematrix of the points and ranges, and w is the vetor of weights. In the o�inesemigroup model, introdued by Chazelle [28, 30℄, an algorithm an be desribedas a iruit with one input for every point and one output for every query range,where every gate performs a binary semigroup addition. The running time of thealgorithm is the total number of gates.A serious weakness of the semigroup model is that it does not allow subtrationseven if the weights of points belong to a group. Therefore, we will also onsider thegroup model, in whih both additions and subtrations are allowed [29℄.Almost all geometri range-searhing data strutures are onstruted by subdi-viding spae into several regions with nie properties and reursively onstrutinga data struture for eah region. Range queries are answered with suh a datastruture by performing a depth-�rst searh through the resulting reursive spaepartition. The partition graph model, reently introdued by Erikson [38, 39℄,formalizes this divide-and-onquer approah, at least for simplex range searhingdata strutures. The partition graph model an be used to study the omplexityof emptiness queries, unlike the semigroup arithmeti and pointer mahine models,in whih suh queries are trivial.We onlude this setion by noting that most of the range-searhing data stru-tures disussed in this paper (halfspae range-reporting data strutures being a no-table exeption) are based on the following general sheme. Given a point set S,the struture preomputes a family F = F(S) of anonial subsets of S and storethe weight w(C) =Pp2C w(p) of eah anonial subset C 2 F . For a query range, the query proedure determines a partition C = C(S; ) � F of S \  and adds



Range searhing 579the weights of the subsets in C to ompute w(S \ ). We will refer to suh a datastruture as a deomposition sheme.There is a lose onnetion between the deomposition shemes and the storageshemes of the semigroup arithmeti model desribed earlier. Eah anonial subsetC = fpi j i 2 Ig 2 F , where I � f1; 2; : : : ; ng, orresponds to the generatorPi2I xi.How exatly the weights of anonial subsets are stored and how C is omputeddepends on the model of omputation and on the spei� range-searhing problem.In the semigroup (or group) arithmeti model, the query time depends only onthe number of anonial subsets in C , regardless of how they are omputed, so theweights of anonial subsets an be stored in an arbitrary manner. In more realistimodels of omputation, however, some additional struture must be imposed onthe deomposition sheme in order to eÆiently ompute C . In a hierarhialdeomposition sheme, the weights are stored in a tree T . Eah node v of T isassoiated with a anonial subset Cv 2 F , and the hildren of v are assoiatedwith subsets of Cv . Besides the weight of Cv , some auxiliary information is alsostored at v, whih is used to determine whether Cv 2 C for a query range . If theweight of eah anonial subset an be stored in O(1) memory ells and if we andetermine in O(1) time whether Cw 2 C where w is a desendent of a given node v,we all the hierarhial deomposition sheme eÆient. The total size of an eÆientdeomposition sheme is simply O(jFj). For range-reporting queries, in whih the\weight" of a anonial subset is the set itself, the size of the data struture isredued to O(jFj) by storing the anonial subsets impliitly. Finally, let r > 1be a parameter, and set Fi = fC 2 F j ri�1 � jCj � rig. We all a hierarhialdeomposition sheme r-onvergent if there exist onstants � � 1 and � > 0 so thatthe degree of every node in T is O(r�) and for all i � 1, jFij = O((n=ri)�) and,for all query ranges , jC \Fij = O((n=ri)�), i.e., the number of anonial subsetsin the data struture and in any query output dereases exponentially with theirsize. We will see below in Setion 31.4 that r-onvergent hierarhial deompositionshemes an be asaded together to onstrut multi-level strutures that answeromplex geometri queries.To omputePpi2 w(pi) for a query range  using a hierarhial deompositionsheme T , a query proedure performs a depth-�rst searh on T , starting from itsroot. At eah node v, using the auxiliary information stored at v, the proeduredetermines whether  ontains Cv , whether  intersets Cv but does not ontainCv , or whether  is disjoint from Cv . If  ontains Cv , then Cv is added to C(rather, the weight of Cv is added to a running ounter). Otherwise, if  intersetsCv , the query proedure identi�es a subset of hildren of v, say fw1; : : : ; wag, sothat the anonial subsets Cwi \ , for 1 � i � a, form a partition of Cv \ . Thenthe proedure searhes eah wi reursively. The total query time is O(log n+ jC j),provided onstant time is spent at eah node visited.31.2 ORTHOGONAL RANGE SEARCHINGIn d-dimensional orthogonal range searhing, the ranges are d-retangles, eah ofthe formQdi=1[ai; bi℄ where ai; bi 2 R. This is an abstration ofmulti-key searh-ing. For example, the points of S may orrespond to employees of a ompany, eahoordinate orresponding to a key suh as age, salary, experiene, et. Queries ofthe form, e.g., \report all employees between the ages of 30 and 40 who earn morethan $30; 000 and who have worked for more than 5 years," an be formulated as



580 P.K. Agarwalorthogonal range-reporting queries. Beause of its numerous appliations, orthog-onal range searhing has been studied extensively. In this setion we review reentdata strutures and lower bounds.UPPER BOUNDSMost orthogonal range-searhing data strutures are based on range trees , intro-dued by Bentley [17℄. For a set S of n points in R2, the range tree T of S is aminimum-height binary tree with n leaves whose ith leftmost leaf stores the pointof S with the ith smallest x-oordinate. Eah interior node v of T is assoiatedwith a anonial subset Cv � S ontaining the points stored at leaves in the subtreerooted at v. Let av (resp. bv) be the smallest (resp. largest) x-oordinate of anypoint in Cv . The interior node v stores the values av and bv and the set Cv in anarray sorted by the y-oordinates of its points. The size of T is O(n logn), and itan be onstruted in time O(n logn). The range-reporting query for a retangleq = [a1; b1℄� [a2; b2℄ an be answered by traversing T as follows. Suppose we are ata node v. If v is a leaf, then we report the point stored at v if it lies inside q. If v isan interior node and the interval [av; bv℄ does not interset [a1; b1℄, there is nothingto do. If [av; bv℄ � [a1; b1℄, we report all the points of Cv whose y-oordinates lie inthe interval [a2; b2℄, by performing a binary searh. Otherwise, we reursively visitboth hildren of v. The query time of this proedure is O(log2 n + k), whih anbe improved to O(log n+ k), using frational-asading (Setion 30.3).The size of the data struture an be redued to O(n logn= log logn), withouta�eting the asymptoti query time, by onstruting a range tree with O(log n)fanout and storing additional auxiliary strutures at eah node [21℄. If the queryretangles are \3-sided retangles" of the form [a1; b1℄ � [a2;1℄, then one an usea priority searh tree of size O(n) to answer a planar range-reporting query intime O(log n+ k) [63℄; see [6℄ for a few other speial ases in whih the storage anbe redued to linear. All these strutures an be implemented in the elementarypointer-mahine model and an be dynamized using the standard partial-rebuildingtehnique [69℄. If the preproessing time of the data struture is P (n), then a pointan be inserted into or deleted from the data struture in O((P (n)=n) logn) amor-tized time. The update time an be made worst-ase using the known deamor-tization tehniques [36℄. If we have a data struture for answering d-dimensionalrange-reporting queries, one an onstrut a (d + 1)-dimensional range-reportingstruture in the EPM model, using multi-level range trees (see Setion 31.4), bypaying a logn fator in storage, preproessing time, and query time.If we use the RAM model, a set S of n points in R2 an be preproessed into adata struture of size O(n log� n) so that all k points lying inside a query retanglean be reported in O(log n+k) time. Mortensen [65℄ has developed a data strutureof size O(n logn= log logn) that an answer a range query in O(log n+ k) time andan insert or delete a point in O(log n) time. If the points lie on a n � n grid inthe plane, then a query an be answered in O(log logn+ k) time using O(n log� n)storage or in time O((log logn)2+k log logn) usingO(n log logn) storage. For pointsin R3, a query an be answered in O(log n + k) time using O(n log1+� n) storage.As for the data strutures in the pointer-mahine model, the range reporting datastrutures in the RAM model an be extended to higher dimensions by payinga logn fator in storage and query time for eah dimension. Alternatively, a d-dimensional data struture an be extended to a (d+1)-dimensional data struture



Range searhing 581by paying a log1+� n fator in storage and a logn= log logn fator in the query time.TABLE 31.2.1 Upper bounds known on orthogonal range reporting.d MODEL S(n) Q(n)d = 2 RAM n log n+ k log�(2n=k)RAM n log log n log n+ k log log(4n=k)RAM n log� n log n+ kAPM n k log(2n=k)EPM n k log2(2n=k)EPM n log nlog log n log n+ kd = 3 RAM n log1+� n log n+ kEPM n log3 n log n+ kThe two-dimensional range tree desribed earlier an be used to answer a rangeounting query in O(log n) time using O(n logn) storage. However, if we use theRAM model in whih we assume that eah word stores logn bits, the size an beredued to O(n) by ompressing the auxiliary information stored at eah node [23℄.TABLE 31.2.2 Upper bounds known on orthogonal semigrouprange searhing.MODEL S(n) Q(n)arithmeti m n log nlog(2m=n)RAM n log2+� nRAM n log log n log2 n log log nRAM n log� n log2 nAPM n log3 nEPM n log4 n
LOWER BOUNDSFredman [44, 45℄ was the �rst to prove nontrivial lower bounds on orthogonalrange searhing, but he onsidered the framework in whih the points ould beinserted and deleted dynamially. He showed that a mixed sequene of n insertions,deletions, and queries takes 
(n logd n) time. These bounds were extended byWillard [78℄ to a group model, under some restritions. Chazelle proved lowerbounds for the stati version of orthogonal range searhing, whih almost maththe best upper bounds known [26℄. The following theorem summarizes his mainresult.



582 P.K. AgarwalTHEOREM 31.2.1 Chazelle [26℄Let (S;�) be a faithful semigroup, let d be a onstant, and let n and m be parame-ters. Then there exists a set S of n weighted points in Rd, with weights from S, suhthat the worst-ase query time, under the semigroup model, for an orthogonal range-searhing data struture that uses m units of storage is 
((logn= log(2m=n))d�1).Theorem 31.1.1 holds even if the queries are quadrants instead of retangles.In fat, this lower bound applies to answering the dominane query for a ran-domly hosen query point; in this sense the above theorem gives a lower bound onthe average-ase omplexity of the query time. It should pointed out that Theo-rem 31.1.1 assumes the weights of points in S to be a part of the input. That is,the data struture is not tailored to a speial set of weights, and it should work forany set of weights. It is oneivable that a faster algorithm an be developed foranswering orthogonal range-ounting queries, exploiting the fat that the weight ofeah point is 1 in this ase. None of the known algorithms are able to exploit thisfat, however.A rather surprising result of Chazelle [25℄ shows that the size of any data stru-ture on a pointer mahine that answers a d-dimensional range-reporting query inO(log n+ k) time, for any onstant , is 
(n(logn= log logn)d�1). Notie that thislower bound is greater than the known upper bound for answering two-dimensionalreporting queries on the RAM model.These lower bounds do not hold for o�-line orthogonal range searhing, wheregiven a set of n weighted points in Rd and a set of n retangles, one wants to omputethe weight of points in eah retangle. Chazelle [28℄ proved that the o�-line versiontakes 
(n(log n= log logn)d�1) time in the semigroup model and 
(n log logn) timein the group model. For d = 
(log n) (resp. d = 
(logn= log logn)), the lowerbound for the o�-line range-searhing problem in the group model an be improvedto 
(n logn) (resp. 
(n logn= log logn)) [31℄. The lose onnetion between thelower bounds on range searhing and the so-alled disrepany of set systems isdisussed in [30℄.SECONDARY MEMORY STRUCTURESI/O-eÆient orthogonal range-searhing strutures have reeived muh atten-tion reently beause of massive data sets in spatial databases. The main idea un-derlying these strutures is to onstrut high-degree trees instead of binary trees.For example, variants of B-trees are used to answer 1-dimensional range-searhingqueries [74℄. Arge et al. [14℄ developed an external priority searh tree so thata 3-sided-retangle-reporting query an be answered in O(logB � + �) I/Os usingO(�) storage, where � = n=B and � = k=B. The main ingredient of their al-gorithm is a data struture that an store B2 points using O(B) bloks and anreport all points lying inside a 3-sided retangle in O(1+�) I/Os. Combining theirexternal priority searh tree with Chazelle's data struture for range reporting [21℄,they onstrut an external range tree that uses O(� logB �= log logB �) bloks andanswers a two-dimensional retangle reporting query in time O(logB n + �). Byextending the ideas proposed in [25℄, it ane be shown that any seondary-memorydata struture that answers a range-reporting query using O(logB � + �) I/Os re-quires 
(� logB �= log logB n) storage. Govindrajan et al. [48℄ have shown that a



Range searhing 583two-dimensional range ounting query an be answered in O(logB �) I/Os usingO(�) bloks of storage, assuming that eah word an store logn bits.TABLE 31.2.3 Seondary-memory strutures for orthogonal rangesearhing. Here � = n=B, � = k=B, and �(n) =log log logB �.d RANGE Q(n) S(n)d = 1 interval logB � + � �d = 2 3-sided ret logB � + � �retangle logB � + � � logB �= log logB �d = 3 otant �(�;B) logB � + � � log �box �(�;B) logB � + � � log4 �
LINEAR-SIZE DATA STRUCTURESNone of the data strutures desribed above are used in pratie, even in twodimensions, beause of the polylogarithmi overhead in their size. For a data stru-ture to be used in real appliations, its size should be at most n, where  is a verysmall onstant, the time to answer a typial query should be small | the lowerbounds mentioned earlier imply that we annot hope for small worst-ase bounds| and it should support insertions and deletions of points. Keeping these goals inmind, a plethora of data strutures have been proposed.The most widely used data strutures for answering 1-dimensional range queriesare B-trees and their variants. Sine a B-tree requires a linear order on the inputelements, several tehniques suh as Lexiographi ordering, bit interleaving, andspae �lling urves have been used de�ne a linear ordering on points in higherdimensions in order to store then in a B-tree. A more eÆient approah to an-swer high-dimensional range queries is to onstrut a reursive partition of spae,typially into retangles, and to onstrut a tree indued by this partition. Thesimplest example of this type of data struture is the quad tree in the plane. Aquad tree is a 4-way tree, eah of whose nodes is assoiated with a square Rv . Rvis partitioned into four equal-size squares, eah of whih is assoiated with one ofthe hildren of v. The squares are partitioned until at most one point is left insidea square. A range-searh query an be answered by traversing the quad tree ina top-down fashion. Beause of their simpliity, quad trees are one of the mostwidely used data strutures for a variety of problems. One disadvantage of quadtrees is that arbitrarily many levels of partitioning may be required to separatetightly lustered points. Finkel and Bentley [42℄ desribed a variant of the quadtree for range searhing, alled a point quad-tree, in whih eah node is assoiatedwith a retangle and the retangle is partitioned into four retangles by hoosing apoint in the interior and drawing horizontal and vertial lines through that point.Typially the point is hosen so that the height of the tree is O(log n). In orderto minimize the number of disk aesses, one an partition the square into many



584 P.K. Agarwalsquares (instead of four) by a drawing either a uniform or a nonuniform grid. Thegrid �le data struture, introdued by Nievergelt et al. [67℄, is based on this idea.Quad trees and their variants onstrut a grid on a retangle ontaining all theinput points. One an instead partition the enlosing retangle into two retanglesby drawing a horizontal or a vertial line and partitioning eah of the two retanglesindependently. This is the idea behind the kd-tree data struture by Bentley [16℄.In partiular, a kd-tree is a binary tree, eah of whose nodes v is assoiated with aretangle Rv . If Rv does not ontain any point in its interior, v is a leaf. Otherwise,Rv is partitioned into two retangles by drawing a horizontal or vertial line so thateah retangle ontains at most half of the points; splitting lines are alternatelyhorizontal and vertial. In order to minimize the number of disk aesses, Robinson[72℄ generalized a kd-tree to a kd-B-tree, in whih one onstruts a B-tree insteadof a binary tree on the reursive partition of the enlosing retangle, so all leaves ofthe tree are at the same level and eah node has between B=2 and B hildren. Theretangles assoiated with the hildren are obtained by splitting Rv reursively,as in a kd-tree. A simple top-down approah to onstrut a kd-B-tree requiresO(� log2 �) I/Os, but the preproessing ost an be redued to O(� logB �) I/Osusing a more sophistiated approah [3℄.If points are dynamially inserted into a kd-tree or kd-B-tree, then some of thenodes may have to be split, whih is an expensive operation beause splitting a nodemay require reonstruting the entire subtree rooted at that node. A few variantsof kd-trees have been proposed that an update the struture in O(polylogn) timeand an answer a query in O(pn+k) time. On the pratial side, many variants ofkd-B-trees have also been proposed to minimize the number of splits, to optimizethe spae, and to improve the query time, most notable of them are buddy trees[75℄ and hB-trees [58, 41℄. A buddy tree is a ombination of quad- and kd-B-trees in the sense that retangles are split into sub-retangles only at some spei�loations, whih simpli�es the split proedure. If points are in degenerate position,then it may not be possible to split a square into two halves by a line. Lomen andSalzberg [58℄ irumvent this problem by introduing a new data struture, alledhB-tree, in whih the region assoiated with a node is allowed to be R1 nR2 whereR1 and R2 are retangles. A more re�ned version of this data struture, known ashB� -tree, is presented in [41℄.All the data strutures desribed in this setion for d-dimensional range searh-ing onstrut a reursive partition of Rd. There are other data strutures that on-strut a hierarhial over of Rd, most popular of whih is the R-tree, originallyintrodued by Guttman [52℄. An R-tree is a B-tree, eah of whose nodes stores a setof retangles. Eah leaf stores a subset of input point, and eah input point is storedat exatly one leaf. For eah node v, let Rv be the smallest retangle ontaining allthe retangles stored at v; Rv is stored at the parent of v (along with the pointer tov). Rv indues the subspae orresponding to the subtree rooted at v, in the sensethat for any query retangle interseting Rv, the subtree rooted at v is searhed.Retangles stored at a node are allowed to overlap. Although allowing retanglesto overlap helps redue the size of the data struture, answering a query beomesmore expensive. Guttman suggests a few heuristis to onstrut a R-tree so thatthe overlap is minimized. Several better heuristis for improving the performaneminimizing the overlap have been proposed, inluding R�- and Hilbert-R-trees. A-tually, an R-tree an be onstruted on a set of retangles. Agarwal et al. [5℄ showedhow to onstrut an R-tree on a set of n retangles in Rd so that all k retanglesinterseting a query retangle an be reported in O(n1�1=d + k) time.



Range searhing 585PARTIAL-SUM QUERIESPreproess a d-dimensional array A with n entries, in an additive semigroup,into a data struture, so that for a d-dimensional retangle  = [a1; b1℄�: : :�[ad; bd℄,the sum �(A; ) = X(k1;k2;:::;kd)2A[k1; k2; : : : ; kd℄an be omputed eÆiently. In the o�ine version, given A and m retangles1; 2; : : : ; m, we wish to ompute �(A; i) for eah i. Note that this is just aspeial ase of orthogonal range searhing, where the points lie on a regular d-dimensional lattie.Partial-sum queries are widely used for on-line analytial proessing (OLAP)of ommerial databases. OLAP allows ompanies to analyze aggregate databasesbuilt from their data warehouses. A popular data model for OLAP appliations isthe multidimensional database, known as data ube [49℄, whih represents the dataas d-dimensional array. Thus, an aggregate query an be formulated as a partial-sum query. Driven by this appliation, several heuristis have been proposed toanswer partial-sum queries on data ubes [56, 55℄ and the referenes therein.Yao [80℄ showed that, for d = 1, a partial-sum query an be answered inO(�(n)) time using O(n) spae, where �(n) is the inverse Akermann funtion. Ifthe additive operator is max or min, then a partial-sum query an be answered inO(1) time under the RAM model using a Cartesian tree, developed by Vuillemin[77℄.For d > 1, Chazelle and Rosenberg [32℄ developed a data struture of sizeO(n logd�1 n) that an answer a partial-sum query in time O(�(n) logd�2 n). Theyalso showed that the o�ine version that answers m given partial-sum queries on npoints takes 
(n + m�(m;n)) time for any �xed d � 1. If points are allowed toinsert into S, the query time is 
(log n= log logn) [43, 81℄ for the one-dimensionalase; the bounds were extended by Chazelle [26℄ to 
((logn= log logn)d), for any�xed dimension d.31.3 SIMPLEX RANGE SEARCHINGUnlike orthogonal range searhing, no simplex range-searhing data struture isknown that an answer a query in polylogarithmi time using near-linear storage.In fat, the lower bounds stated below indiate that there is little hope of obtainingsuh a data struture, sine the query time of a linear-size data struture, under thesemigroup model, is roughly at least n1�1=d (thus only saving a fator of n1=d overthe naive approah). Beause the size and query time of any data struture have tobe at least linear and logarithmi, respetively, we onsider these two ends of thespetrum: (i) how fast a simplex range query an be answered using a linear-sizedata struture; and (ii) how large the size of a data struture should be in order toanswer a query in logarithmi time. Combining these two extreme ases leads to aspae/query-time tradeo�.GLOSSARY



586 P.K. AgarwalArrangements: The arrangement of a set H of hyperplanes in Rd is the subdi-vision of Rd into ells of dimension k, for 0 � k � d, eah ell of dimension k < dbeing a maximal onneted set ontained in the intersetion of a �xed subset ofH and not interseting any other hyperplane of H . See Chapter 21.1/r-utting: Let H be a set of n hyperplanes in Rd and let 1 � r � n be aparameter. A (1=r)-utting of H is a set of (relatively open) disjoint simpliesovering Rd so that eah simplex intersets at most n=r hyperplanes of H .Duality: The dual of a point (a1; : : : ; ad) 2 Rd is the hyperplane xd = �a1x1 �� � � � ad�1xd�1 + ad, and the dual of a hyperplane xd = b1x1 + � � � + bd is thepoint (b1; : : : ; bd�1; bd).LINEAR-SIZE DATA STRUCTURESMost of the linear-size data strutures for simplex range searhing are based onpartition trees, originally introdued by Willard [79℄ for a set of points in theplane. Roughly speaking, a partition tree is a hierarhial deomposition sheme(in the sense desribed in Setion 31.1) that reursively partitions the points intoanonial subsets and enloses eah anonial subset by a simple onvex region (e.g.simplex), so that any hyperplane intersets only a fration of the regions assoiatedwith the \hildren" of a anonial subset. A query is answered as desribed inSetion 31.1. The query time depends on the maximum number of hildren regionsof a node that a hyperplane an interset. The partition tree proposed by Willardpartitions eah anonial subsets into four hildren, eah ontained in a wedge sothat any line intersets at most three of them. As a result, the time spent inreporting all k points lying inside a triangle is O(n0:792+k). A number of partitiontrees with improved query time were introdued later, but a major breakthroughin simplex range searhing was made by Haussler and Welzl [53℄. They formulatedrange searhing in an abstrat setting and, using elegant probabilisti methods,gave a randomized algorithm to onstrut a linear-size partition tree with O(n�)query time, where � = 1 � 1d(d�1)+1 + � for any � > 0. The best-known linear-size data struture for simplex range searhing, whih almost mathes the lowerbounds mentioned below, is by Matou�sek [61℄. He showed that a simplex range-ounting (resp. range-reporting) query in Rd an be answered in time O(n1�1=d)(resp. O(n1�1=d+ k)). His algorithm is based on a stronger version of the followingtheorem.THEOREM 31.3.1 Matou�sek [60℄Let S be a set of n points in Rd, and let 1 < r � n=2 be a given parameter. Thenthere exists a family of pairs � = f(S1;�1); : : : ; (Sm;�m)g suh that Si � S liesinside simplex �i, n=r � jSij � 2n=r, Si \ Sj = ; for i 6= j, and every hyperplanerosses at most r1�1=d simplies of �; here  is a onstant. If r is a onstant, then� an be onstruted in O(n) time.Using this theorem, a partition tree T an be onstruted as follows. Eahinterior node v of T is assoiated with a subset Sv � S and a simplex �v ontainingSv; the root of T is assoiated with S and Rd. Choose r to be a suÆiently largeonstant. If jSj � 4r, T onsists of a single node, and it stores all points of S.



Range searhing 587Otherwise, we onstrut a family of pairs � = f(S1;�1); : : : ; (Sm;�m)g usingTheorem 31.3.1. We reursively onstrut a partition tree Ti for eah Si and attahTi as the ith subtree of u. The root of Ti also stores �i. The total size of thedata struture is linear, and it an be onstruted in time O(n logn). Sine anyhyperplane intersets at most r1�1=d simplies of �, the query time of simplexrange reporting is O(n1�1=d � nlogr  + k); the logr  fator an be redued to anyarbitrarily small positive onstant � by hoosing r suÆiently large. Although thequery time an be improved to O(n1�1=d log n+k) by hoosing r to be n�, a strongerversion of Theorem 31.3.1, whih was proved in [61℄, and some other sophistiatedtehniques are needed to obtain O(n1�1=d + k) query time.If the points in S lie on a b-dimensional algebrai surfae of onstant degree, asimplex range-ounting query an be answered in time O(n1�) using linear spae,where  = 1=b(d+ b)=2. We note that better bounds an be obtained for halfspaerange reporting, using �ltering searh; see Table 31.3.1. A halfspae range-reportingquery in the I/O model an be answered in O(logB � + �) I/Os using O(�) (resp.O(� logB �)) bloks of storage for d = 2 (resp. d = 3) [2℄.TABLE 31.3.1 Near-linear-size data strutures forhalfspae range searhing.d S(n) Q(n) NOTESd = 2 n log n+ k reportingn log n emptinessd = 3 n log logn log n+ k reportingn log2 n+ k reportingn log n emptinessd > 3 n log logn n1�1=bd=2 log n+ k reportingn n1�1=d2O(log� n) emptinesseven d n n1�1=bd=2 log n+ k reporting
DATA STRUCTURES WITH LOGARITHMIC QUERY TIMEFor the sake of simpliity, we �rst onsider the halfspae range-ounting problem.Using a standard duality transform, this problem an be redued to the following:Given a set H of n hyperplanes, determine the number of hyperplanes of H lyingabove a query point. Sine the same subset of hyperplanes lies above all pointsin a single ell of A(H), the arrangement of H , we an answer a halfspae range-ounting query by loating the ell of A(H) that ontains the point dual to thehyperplane bounding the query halfspae. The following theorem of Chazelle [27℄yields an O((n= logn)d)-size data struture, with O(log n) query time, for halfspaerange ounting.THEOREM 31.3.2 Chazelle [27℄



588 P.K. AgarwalLet H be a set of n hyperplanes and r � n a parameter. Set s = dlog2 re. Thereexist k uttings �1; : : : ;�s so that �i is a (1=2i)-utting of size O(2id), eah simplexof �i is ontained in a simplex of �i�1, and eah simplex of �i�1 ontains a onstantnumber of simplies of �i. Moreover, �1; : : : ;�s an be omputed in time O(nrd�1).The above approah an be extended to the simplex range-ounting problemas well. That is, store the solution of every ombinatorially distint simplex (twosimplies are ombinatorially distint if they do not ontain the same subset of S).Sine there are �(nd(d+1)) ombinatorially distint simplies, suh an approah willrequire 
(nd(d+1)) storage. Chazelle et al. [34℄ showed that the size an be reduedto O(nd+�), for any � > 0, using a multi-level data struture, with eah levelomposed of a halfspae range-ounting data struture. The spae bound an beredued to O(nd) by inreasing the query time to O(logd+1 n) [61℄. Halfspae range-reporting queries an be answered in O(log n + k) time, using O(nbd=2polylogn)spae.A spae/query-time tradeo� for simplex range searhing an be attained byombining the linear-size and logarithmi query-time data strutures. The knownresults on this tradeo� are summarized in Table 31.3.2. Q(m;n) is teh query timeon n points using m units of storage.TABLE 31.3.2 Spae/query-time tradeo�.RANGE MODE Q(m;n)Simplex reporting nm1=d logd+1 mn + kSimplex ounting nm1=d logd+1 mnHalfspae reporting nm1=bd=2 log n+ kHalfspae emptiness nm1=bd=2 log nHalfspae ounting nm1=d log mn
LOWER BOUNDSFredman [46℄ showed that a sequene of n insertions, deletions, and halfplanequeries on a set of points in the plane requires 
(n4=3) time, in the semigroupmodel. His tehnique, however, does not extend to stati data strutures. In aseries of papers, Chazelle has proved nontrivial lower bounds on the omplexityof online simplex range searhing, using various elegant mathematial tehniques.The following theorem is perhaps the most interesting result on lower bounds.THEOREM 31.3.3 Chazelle [24℄Let (S;�) be a faithful semigroup, let n;m be positive integers suh that n � m �nd, and let S be a random set of weighted points in [0; 1℄d with weights from S. If



Range searhing 589only m words of storage is available, then with high probability, the worst-ase querytime for a simplex range query in S is 
(n=pm) for d = 2, or 
(n=(m1=d logn))for d � 3, in the semigroup model.It should be pointed out that this theorem holds even if the query ranges arewedges or strips, but it does not hold if the ranges are hyperplanes. Chazelle andRosenberg [33℄ proved a lower bound of 
(n1��=m+k) for simplex range reportingunder the pointer-mahine model. These lower bounds do not hold for halfspaerange searhing. A somewhat weaker lower bound for halfspae queries was provedby Br�onnimann et al. [19℄.As we saw earlier, faster data strutures are known for halfspae emptinessqueries. A series of papers by Erikson established the �rst nontrivial lower boundsfor online and o�ine emptiness query problems, in the partition-graph model ofomputation. He �rst onsidered this model for Hoproft's problem | Given aset of n points and m lines, does any point lie on a line? | for whih he ob-tained a lower bound of 
(n logm + n2=3m2=3 + m logn) [39℄, almost mathingthe best known upper bound O(n logm + n2=3m2=32O(log�(n+m)) + m logn), dueto Matou�sek [61℄. He later established lower bounds on a tradeo� between spaeand query time, or preproessing and query time, for online hyperplane emptinessqueries [40℄. For d-dimensional hyperplane queries, 
(nd=polylogn) preproess-ing time is required to ahieve polylogarithmi query time, and the best possiblequery time is 
(n1=d=polylogn) if only O(npolylogn) preproessing time is allowed.More generally, in two dimensions, if the preproessing time is p, the query time is
(n=pp).Table 31.3.3 summarizes the best known lower bounds for online simplex queries.Lower bounds for emptiness problems apply to ounting and reporting problems aswell.TABLE 31.3.3 Lower bounds for online simplex range searhing using O(m) spae.Range Problem Model Query TimeSimplex Semigroup Semigroup (d = 2) n=pmSemigroup Semigroup (d > 2) n=(m1=d log n)Reporting Pointer mahine n1��=m1=d + kHyperplane Semigroup Semigroup (n=m1=d)2=(d+1)Emptiness Partition graph (n= log n) d2+1d2+d � (1=m1=d)Halfspae Semigroup Semigroup (n= log n) d2+1d2+d � (1=m1=d)Emptiness Partition graph (n= log n) Æ2+1Æ2+Æ � (1=m1=Æ), where d � Æ(Æ + 3)=2
OPEN PROBLEMS1. Bridge the gap between the known upper and lower bounds in the groupmodel. Even in the semigroup model there is a small gap between the knownbounds.



590 P.K. Agarwal2. Can a halfspae range-reporting query be answered in O(n1�1=bd=2+k) timeusing linear spae if d is odd?31.4 VARIANTS AND EXTENSIONSIn this setion we review a few extensions of range-searhing data strutures: multi-level strutures, semialgebrai range searhing, and kineti range searhing.GLOSSARYSemialgebrai set: A subset of Rd obtained as a �nite Boolean ombination ofsets of the form ff � 0g, where f is a d-variate polynomial (see Chapter 29).Tarski ells: A simply onneted real semialgebrai set de�ned by a onstantnumber of polynomials, eah of onstant degree.MULTI-LEVEL STRUCTURESA rather powerful property of data strutures based on deomposition shemes(desribed in Setion 31.1) is that they an be asaded together to answer moreomplex queries, at the inrease of a logarithmi fator per level in their perfor-mane. The real power of the asading property was �rst observed by Dobkin andEdelsbrunner [37℄, who used this property to answer several omplex geometriqueries. Sine their result, several papers have exploited and extended this prop-erty to solve numerous geometri-searhing problems. We briey sketh the generalasading sheme.Let S be a set of weighted objets. Reall that a geometri-searhing problemP , with underlying relation �, requires omputing Pp� w(p) for a query range. Let P1 and P2 be two geometri-searhing problems, and let �1 and �2 be theorresponding relations. Then we de�ne P1 Æ P2 to be the onjuntion of P1 andP2, whose relation is �1 \ �2. That is, for a query range , we want to omputePp�1;p�2 w(p). Suppose we have hierarhial deomposition shemes D1 andD2 for problems P1 and P2. Let F1 = F1(S) be the set of anonial subsetsonstruted by D1, and for a range , let C1 = C1(S; ) be the orrespondingpartition of fp 2 S j p �1 g into anonial subsets. For eah anonial subsetC 2 F1, let F2(C) be the olletion of anonial subsets of C onstruted by D2,and let C2(C; ) be the orresponding partition of fp 2 C j p �2 g into level-twoanonial subsets. The deomposition sheme D1 Æ D2 for the problem P1 Æ P2onsists of the anonial subsets F = SC2F1 F2(C). For a query range , thequery output is C = SC2C1 C2(C; ). Note that we an asade any number ofdeomposition shemes in this manner.If we view D1 and D2 as tree data strutures, then asading the two deom-position shemes an be regarded as onstruting a two-level tree, as follows. We�rst onstrut the tree indued by D1 on S. Eah node v of D1 is assoiated with aanonial subset Cv . We onstrut a seond-level tree D2v on Cv and store D2v at vas its seondary struture. A query is answered by �rst identifying the nodes that



Range searhing 591orrespond to the anonial subsets Cv 2 C1 and then searhing the orrespondingseondary trees to ompute the seond-level anonial subsets C2(Cv ; ).Suppose the size and query time of eah deomposition sheme are at mostS(n) and Q(n), respetively, and D1 is eÆient and r-onvergent (f. Setion 31.1),for some onstant r > 1, then the size and query time of the deomposition shemeD are O(S(n) logr n) and O(Q(n) logr n), respetively. If D2 is also eÆient and r-onvergent, then D is also eÆient and r-onvergent. In some ases, the logarithmioverhead in the query time or the spae an be avoided.The real power of multi-level data strutures stems from the fat that thereare no restritions on the relations �1 and �2. Hene, any query that an berepresented as a onjuntion of a onstant number of \primitive" queries, eah ofwhih admits an eÆient, r-onvergent deomposition sheme, an be answered byasading individual deomposition shemes. We will desribe a few multi-leveldata strutures in this and the following setions.SEMIALGEBRAIC RANGE SEARCHINGSo far we have assumed that the ranges were bounded by hyperplanes, but inmany appliations one has to deal with ranges bounded by nonlinear funtions.For example, a query of the form, \for a given point p and a real number r, �nd allpoints of S lying within distane r from p," is a range-searhing problem in whihthe ranges are balls.As shown below, ball range searhing in Rd an be formulated as an instaneof the halfspae range searhing in Rd+1. So a ball range-reporting (resp. range-ounting) query in Rd an be answered in time O(n=m1=dd=2e log n + k) (resp.O(n=m1=(d+1) log(m=n))), using O(m) spae; somewhat better performane an beobtained using a more diret approah (Table 31.4.1). However, relatively little isknown about range-searhing data strutures for more general ranges.A natural lass of nonlinear ranges is the family of Tarski ells. It suÆes toonsider the ranges bounded by a single polynomial beause the ranges bounded bymultiple polynomials an be handled using multi-level data strutures. We assumethat the ranges are of the form�f (a) = fx 2 Rd j f(x; a) � 0g;where f is a (d+p)-variate polynomial speifying the type of ranges (disks, ylinders,ones, et.), and a is a p-tuple speifying a spei� range of the given type (e.g., aspei� disk). We will refer to the range-searhing problem in whih the ranges arefrom the set �f as �f-range searhing.One approah to answering �f -range queries is linearization. We representthe polynomial f(x; a) in the formf(x; a) =  0(a) +  1(a)'1(x) + � � �+  �(a)'�(x)where '1; : : : ; '�;  0; : : : ;  � are real funtions. A point x 2 Rd is mapped to thepoint '(x) = ('1(x); '2(x); : : : ; '�(x)) 2 R�:Then a range f (a) = fx 2 Rd j f(x; a) � 0g is mapped to a halfspae'#(a) : fy 2 R� j  0(a) +  1(a)y1 + � � �+  �(a)y� � 0g;



592 P.K. AgarwalTABLE 31.4.1 Semialgebrai range ounting; � is thedimension of linearization.d RANGE S(n) Q(n) NOTESd = 2 disk n log n pn log nd � 4 Tarski ell n n1�1=d+� partition treed � 4 Tarski ell n n1� 12d�4+� partition treeTarski ell n n1� 1�+� linearizationdisk n n1� 1d+� linearization� is alled the dimension of linearization. For example, a set of spheres in Rdadmit a linearization of dimension d + 1, using the well-known lifting transform.Agarwal and Matou�sek [10℄ have desribed an algorithm for omputing a lineariza-tion of the smallest dimension under ertain assumptions on 'i's and  i's. If fadmits a linearization of dimension �, a �f -range query an be answered usinga �-dimensional halfspae range-searhing data struture. Agarwal and Matou�sek[10℄ have also proposed another approah to answer �f -range queries, by extendingTheorem 31.3.1 to Tarski ells and by onstruting partition trees using this ex-tension. Table 31.4.1 summarizes the known results on �f -range-ounting queries.The bounds mentioned in the third row of the table rely on the reent result byKoltun [57℄ on the vertial deomposition of arrangements of surfaes.KINETIC RANGE SEARCHINGLet S = fp1; : : : ; png be a set of n points in R2, eah moving ontinuously.Let pi(t) denote the position of pi at time t, and let S(t) = fp1(t); : : : ; pn(t)g. Weassume that eah point pi is moving with �xed veloity, i.e., pi(t) = ai + bit forai; bi 2 R2, and the trajetory of a point pi is a line pi. Let L denote the set oflines orresponding to the trajetories of points in S.We onsider the following two range-reporting queries:Q1. Given an axis-aligned retangle R in the xy-plane and a time value tq , reportall points of S that lie inside R at time tq , i.e., report S(tq) \ R; tq is alledthe time stamp of the query.Q2. Given a retangle R and two time values t1 � t2, report all points of S thatlie inside R at any time between t1 and t2, i.e., report St2t=t1(S(t) \ R).Two general approahes have been proposed to preproess moving points forrange searhing. The �rst approah, whih is known as the time-oblivious approah,regards time as a new dimension and stores the trajetories �pi of input points pi.One an either preproess the trajetories themselves using various tehniques, orone an work in a parametri spae, map eah trajetory to a point in this spae, andbuild a data struture on these points. An advantage of the time-oblivious shemeis that the data struture is updated only if the trajetory of a point hanges or ifa point is inserted into or deleted from the index. Sine this approah preproesseseither urves in R2 or points in higher dimensions, the query time tends to be large.For example, if S is a set of points moving in R1, then the trajetory of eah point



Range searhing 593is a line in R2 and a Q1 query orresponds to reporting all lines of L that interset aquery segment � parallel to the x-axis. As we will see below, L an be preproessedinto a data struture of linear size so that all lines interseting � an be reportedin O(n1=2+� + k) time. A similar struture an answer Q2 queries within the sameasymptoti time bound. The lower bounds on simplex range searhing suggest thatone annot hope to answer a query in O(log n+k) time using this approah. If S isa set of points moving in R2, then a Q1 query asks for reporting all lines of L thatinterset a query retangle R parallel to the xy-plane (in the xyt-spae). Note thata line ` in R3 (xyt-spae) intersets R if and only if their projetions onto the xt-and yt-planes both interset. Using this observation one an onstrut a two-levelpartition tree of size O(n) to report in O(n1=2+�+k) time all lines of L intersetingR [1℄. Again a Q2 query an be answered within the same time bound.The seond approah, based on the kineti-data-struture framework [50℄, buildsa dynami data struture on the moving points. Roughly speaking, at any timeit maintains a data struture on the urrent on�guration of the points. As thepoints move, the data struture evolves. The main observation is that althoughthe points are moving ontinuously, the data struture is updated only at disretetime instanes when ertain events our, e.g., when any of the oordinates of twopoints beome equal. This approah leads to fast query time, but it omes atthe ost of updating the struture periodially even if the trajetory of no pointhanges. Another disadvantage of this approah is that it an answer a queryonly at the urrent on�gurations of points, though it an be extended to han-dle queries arriving in hronologial order, i.e., the time stamps of queries are innondereasing order. In partiular, if S is a set of points moving in R1, using akineti B-tree, a one-dimensional Q1 query an be answered in O(log n+ k) time.The data struture proesses O(n2) events, eah of whih requires O(log n) time.Similarly, by kinetizing range trees, a two-dimensional Q1 query an be answered inO(log n+k) time; the data struture proesses O(n2) events, eah of whih requiresO(log2 n= log logn) time [1℄.Sine range trees are too ompliated, a more pratial approah is to use thekineti-data-struture framework on kd-trees, as proposed by Agarwal et al. [7℄.They propose two variants of of kineti kd-trees, eah of whih answers Q1 queriesthat arrive in hronologial order in O(n1=2+�) time, for any onstant � > 0, proessO(n2) kineti events, and spend O(polylogn) time at eah event. Sine kineti kd-trees proess too many events beause of the strong invariants they maintain, kinetiR-trees have also been proposed [76, 70℄, whih typially require weaker invariantsand thus are updated less frequently.OPEN PROBLEMS1. Can a ball range-ounting query be answered in O(log n) time using O(n2)spae?2. If the hyperplanes bounding the query halfspaes satisfy some property|e.g.,all of them are tangent to a given sphere|an a halfspae range-ountingquery be answered more eÆiently?3. Is there a simple, linear-size kineti data struture that an answer Q1 queriesin O(pn+ k) time and proesses near-linear events, eah requiring O(log n)



594 P.K. Agarwaltime.31.5 INTERSECTION SEARCHINGA general intersetion-searhing problem an be formulated as follows: Given a setS of objets in Rd, a semigroup (S;+), and a weight funtion w : S ! S; we wishto preproess S into a data struture so that for a query objet , we an omputethe weighted sumPw(p), where the sum is taken over all objets of S that interset. Range searhing is a speial ase of intersetion-searhing in whih S is a set ofpoints.An intersetion-searhing problem an be formulated as a semialgebrai range-searhing problem by mapping eah objet p 2 S to a point '(p) in a parametrispae R� and every query range  to a semialgebrai set  () so that p intersets if and only if '(p) 2  (). For example, let both S and the query ranges besets of segments in the plane. Eah segment e 2 S with left and right endpoints(px; py) and (qx; qy), respetively, an be mapped to a point '(e) = (px; py; qx; qy)in R4, and a query segment  an be mapped to a semialgebrai region  () sothat  intersets e if and only if  () 2 '(e). A shortoming of this approahis that �, the dimension of the parametri spae, is typially muh larger than d,and thereby a�eting the query time aversely. The eÆieny an be signi�antlyimproved by expressing the intersetion test as a onjuntion of simple primitivetests (in low dimensions) and using a multi-level data struture to perform thesetests. For example, a segment  intersets another segment e if the endpoints of elie on the opposite sides of the line ontaining  and vie-versa. We an onstrut atwo-level data struture|the �rst level sifts the subset S1 � S of all the segmentsthat interset the line supporting the query segment, and the seond level reportsthose segments of S1 whose supporting lines separate the endpoints of . Eahlevel of this struture an be implemented using a two-dimensional simplex range-searhing searhing struture, and hene a reporting query an be answered inO(n=pm log n+ k) time using O(m) spae.It is beyond the sope of this hapter to over all intersetion-searhing prob-lems. Instead, we disuss a seletion of basi problems that have been studiedextensively. All intersetion-ounting data strutures desribed here an answerintersetion-reporting queries at an additional ost proportional to the output size.In some ases an intersetion-reporting query an be answered faster. Moreover,using intersetion-reporting data strutures, intersetion-detetion queries an beanswered in time proportional to their query-searh time. Finally, all the datastrutures desribed in this setion an be dynamized at an expense of an O(n�)fator in the storage and query time.POINT INTERSECTION SEARCHINGPreproess a set S of objets (e.g., balls, halfspaes, simplies, Tarski ells) in Rdinto a data struture so that the objets of S ontaining a query point an be reported(or ounted) eÆiently. This is the inverse of the range-searhing problem, and itan also be viewed as loating a point in the subdivision indued by the objets in



Range searhing 595S. Table 31.5.1 gives some of the known results.TABLE 31.5.1 Point intersetion searhing.d OBJECTS S(n) Q(n) NOTESd = 2 disks m (n=pm)4=3 ountingdisks n log n log n+ k reportingtriangles m npm log3 n ountingfat triangles n log2 n log3 n+ k reportingTarski ells n2+� log n ountingd = 3 funtions n1+� log n+ k reportingTarski ells n3+� log n ountingd � 3 simplies m nm1=d logd+1 n ountingballs nd+� log n ountingballs m nm1=dd=2e log n+ k reportingd � 4 Tarski ells n2d�4+� log n ounting
SEGMENT INTERSECTION SEARCHINGPreproess a set of objets in Rd into a data struture so that the objets of Sinterseted by a query segment an be reported (or ounted) eÆiently. See Ta-ble 31.5.2 for some of the known results on segment intersetion searhing. For thesake of larity, we have omitted polylogarithmi fators from the query-searh timewhenever it is of the form n=m�.TABLE 31.5.2 Segment intersetion searhing.d OBJECTS S(n) Q(n) NOTESd = 2 simple polygon n (k + 1) log n reportingsegments m n=pm ountingirles n2+� log n ountingirular ars m n=m1=3 ountingd = 3 planes m n=m1=3 ountingspheres m n=m1=3 ountingtriangles m n=m1=4 ountingA speial ase of segment intersetion searhing, in whih the objets are hor-izontal segments in the plane and query ranges are vertial segments, has beenwidely studied. In this ase a query an be answered in time O(log n + k) usingO(n log logn) spae and O(n logn) preproessing (in the RAM model), and a point



596 P.K. Agarwalan be inserted or deleted in O(log n) time [65℄. Slightly weaker bounds are knownin the pointer-mahine model.COLORED INTERSECTION SEARCHINGPreproess a given set S of olored objets in Rd (i.e., eah objet in S is assigneda olor) so that we an report (or ount) the olors of the objets that intersetthe query range. This problem arises in many ontexts in whih one wants to an-swer intersetion-searhing queries for nononstant-size input objets. For example,given a set P = fP1; : : : ; Pmg of m simple polygons, one may wish to report allpolygons of P that interset a query segment; the goal is to return the indies, andnot the desription, of these polygons. If we olor the edges of Pi with olor i, theproblem redues to olored segment intersetion searhing in a set of segments.A olored orthogonal range searhing query for points on a two-dimensionalgrid [0; U ℄2 an be answered in O(log logU + k) time using O(n log2 U) storageand O(n logn log2 U) preproessing [8℄. On the other hand, a set S of n oloredretangles in the plane an be stored into a data struture of size O(n logn) so thatthe olors of al retangles in S that ontain a query point an be reported in timeO(log n+k) [18℄. If the verties of the retangles in S and all the query points lie onthe grid [0; U ℄2, the query time an be improved to O(log logU + k) by inreasingthe storage to O(n1+�).Gupta et al. [51℄ have shown that the olored halfplane-reporting queries inthe plane an be answered in O(log2 n + k) using O(n logn) spae. Agarwal andvan Kreveld [12℄ presented a linear-size data struture with O(n1=2+� + k) querytime for olored segment intersetion-reporting queries amid a set of segments inthe plane, assuming that the segments of the same olor form a onneted planargraph, or if they form the boundary of a simple polygon; these data strutures analso handle insertions of new segments.31.6 OPTIMIZATION QUERIESIn optimization queries, we want to return an objet that satis�es ertain onditionswith respet to a query range. The most ommon example of optimization queriesis, perhaps, ray-shooting queries. Other examples inlude segment-dragging andlinear-programming queries.RAY-SHOOTING QUERIESPreproess a set S of objets in Rd into a data struture so that the �rst objet(if one exists) interseted by a query ray an be reported eÆiently. This problemarises in ray traing, hidden-surfae removal, radiosity, and other graphis problems.EÆient solutions to many geometri problems have also been developed using ray-shooting data strutures.A general approah to the ray-shooting problem, using segment intersetion-detetion strutures and Megiddo's parametri-searhing tehnique (Chapter 37),was proposed by Agarwal and Matou�sek [9℄. The basi idea of their approah is



Range searhing 597as follows. Suppose we have a segment intersetion-detetion data struture forS, based on partition trees. Let � be a query ray. Their algorithm maintains asegment ~ab � � so that the �rst intersetion point of ~ab with S is the same as thatof �. If a lies on an objet of S, it returns a. Otherwise, it piks a point  2 aband determines, using the segment intersetion-detetion data struture, whetherthe interior of the segment a intersets any objet of S. If the answer is yes, itreursively �nds the �rst intersetion point of ~a with S; otherwise, it reursively�nds the �rst intersetion point of ~b with S. Using parametri searhing, the point at eah stage an be hosen so that the algorithm terminates after O(log n) steps.In some ases the query time an be improved by a polylogarithmi fator usinga more diret approah.TABLE 31.6.1 Ray shooting.d OBJECTS S(n) Q(n)d = 2 simple polygon n log ns disjoint polygons n ps log ns disjoint polygons (s2 + n) log s log s log ns onvex polygons sn log s log s log nsegments m n=pmirlular ars m n=m1=3disjoint ars n pnd = 3 onvex polytope n log n-oriented polytopes n log ns onvex polytopes s2n2+� log2 nhalfplanes m n=pmterrain m n=pmtriangles m n=m1=4spheres m n=m1=3d > 3 hyperplanes m n=m1=dhyperplanes ndlogd�� n log nonvex polytope m n=m1=bd=2Table 31.6.1 gives a summary of known ray-shooting results. For the sake oflarity, we have ignored the polylogarithmi fators in the query time whenever itis of the form n=m�.Like simplex range searhing, many pratial data strutures have been pro-posed that, despite having poor worst-ase performane, work well in pratie. Oneommon approah is to onstrut a subdivision of Rd into onstant-size ells so thatthe interior of eah ell does not interset any objet of S. A ray-shooting queryan be answered by traversing the query ray through the subdivision until we �ndan objet that intersets the ray. The worst-ase query time is proportional tothe maximum number of ells interseted by a segment that does not interset anyobjet in S. Hershberger and Suri [54℄ showed that a triangulation with O(log n)query time an be onstruted when S is the boundary of a simple polygon in the



598 P.K. Agarwalplane. Agarwal et al. [4℄ proved worst-ase bounds for many ases on the numberof ells in the subdivision that a line an interset. Aronov and Fortune [15℄ haveobtained a bound on the expeted number of ells in the subdivision that a linean interset.LINEAR-PROGRAMMING QUERIESLet S be a set of n halfspaes in Rd. We wish to preproess S into a data stru-ture so that for a diretion vetor ~v, we an determine the �rst point of Th2S h inthe diretion ~v. For d � 3, suh a query an be answered in O(log n) time usingO(n) storage, by onstruting the normal diagram of the onvex polytope Th2S hand preproessing it for point-loation queries. For higher dimensions, Ramos [71℄has proposed two data strutures. His �rst struture an answer a query in time(logn)O(log d) using nbd=2 logO(1) n spae and preproessing, and his seond stru-ture an answer a query in time n1�1=bd=22O(log� n) using O(n) spae and O(n1+�)preproessing.SEGMENT-DRAGGING QUERIESPreproess a set S of objets in the plane so that for a query segment e and a ray �,the �rst position at whih e intersets any objet of S as it is translated (dragged)along � an be determined quikly. This query an be answered in O((n=pm) log n)time, with O(m) storage, using segment-intersetion searhing strutures and theparametri-searh tehnique. Chazelle [22℄ gave a linear-size, O(log n) query-timedata struture for the speial ase in whih S is a set of points, e is a horizontalsegment, and � is the vertial diretion. Instead of dragging a segment along aray, one an ask the same question for dragging along a more omplex trajetory(along a urve, and allowing both translation and rotation). These problems arisenaturally in motion planning and manufaturing.31.7 SOURCES AND RELATED MATERIALRELATED READINGBooks and Monographs[64℄: Multidimensional searhing and omputational geometry.[35℄: Basi topis in omputational geometry.[66℄: Randomized tehniques in omputational geometry. Chapters 6 and 8 overrange-searhing, intersetion-searhing, and ray-shooting data strutures.[30℄: Covers lower bound tehniques, �-nets, uttings, and simplex range searhing.[59, 74℄: Range-searhing data strutures in spatial database systems.Survey Papers
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